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1 Introduction
BeforeHand basic proposal consists of creating new chalcogenides multilayers with different alloys and
compound combinations for dedicated applications in the embedded phase change materials (PCM)
memory for the automotive sector. For such market basic requirements on PCMs are the high
crystallization temperature to preserve the bit state and a retention capability of the bit state at 150°C for
two years.
The activity developed within WP3 is reported in former deliverables D3.1 - Device specifications
release, D3.2 - Test Vehicle Available, D3.3 - Performance and reliability figure of merit definition.
In D3.1 we disclosed design and realization of the three devices: single-cell vehicle (SCV), line cell
vehicle (LCV), and nanowire based cells, indicating the strategic role of each partner (CNR-IMM, LETI,
PDI, URTOV, UGRO, and STMicroelectronics) in terms of cell architecture design, material
development, material integration, cell testing and cell reliability test.
In D3.2 we reported the fruitful integration activity of active materials within testing structures in both
SCV and LCV architectures. In particular, we discussed in detail the strategy used to better suit the
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bottom structure defined by LETI (multi shot structures that included bottom electrodes and heaters with
different diameters) with the needs of deposition chambers by the four different partners. In addition,
the requirements of the lithography approach used to define the active area and the top contact structures
were presented. Although several experimental issues were encountered during devices development
and integration, we reported current vs voltage and resistance vs programming current plots for SCV
and LCV test structures.
In D3.3 we discussed the figure of merit definition and performance evaluation of thin films used in the
consortium, especially in terms of crystallization temperature and resistance contrast. Measurement
procedures for cell testing were presented.
In the present report D3.4 - Test vehicle optimization different features of SCV test vehicle optimization
are presented. We recall here that during the mid-term review meeting we decided to focus on the
realization of SCV devices, as the mushroom like cell geometry is crucial for the electrical
characterization of the material to be chosen. Here we present several implemented strategies to obtain
solutions to the different faced issues. The main actions are:
a) the reduction and optimization of the top contact resistance (see section 2 and 4)
b) the choice of an optimized annealing temperature (see section 3 and 4)
c) the lateral chalcogenide definition for the complex multilayers stacks having different
chalcogenide sequences (heterostructures) (see section 5).

2 Optimization of the top contact resistance
2.1 SCV design: Overall resistance evaluation
The top contact optimization was performed adopting an optimal metallization thin films stack
and an appropriate top contact shape to reduce the overall cell electrical resistance. The SCV design was
evaluated by performing simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics® software to estimate the overall
cell resistance. A scheme of the structure used for the simulations is reported in Fig. 1, where the
different elements contributing to the overall device resistance are indicated. The input simulation
parameters were obtained by four-point measurements performed on each layer as deposited on flat
silicon nitride layers.
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Figure 1 The overall cell resistance arises from the series of top contact, GST-stack, heater and bottom
contact resistances.

The simulation procedure evaluates the path resistance within the chosen geometry. Two different
layouts were considered. The first one shown in Fig. 2 is the standard configuration (LETI layout) with
four pads of equal dimension, two for the top and two for the bottom contact, respectively. The wires
connecting pads define at their crossing the location of the active cell, as the heater is located at such
position, such wires have lateral dimension of 5 µm. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 all geometries and dimensions
are indicated.

Figure 2 LETI layout. The four pads exhibit an area of (80 x 80) µm; the width of connection wires is
of 5 µm, while thickness is defined by the deposition processes. In the center of the structure the
nanometric titanium nitride (TiN) heater is located.
In Fig. 3 a modified layout with one of the top contacts enlarged in shape is considered. Such layout
helps to reduce series resistance of the upper contact branch. Besides a more stable structure from the
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mechanical point of view we expect benefits in terms of more detailed and direct information during the
transition of the cell from the crystal to the amorphous state and vice versa and as well as, excluding
problems related to processing and possible misalignments between the various lithographic levels,
moreover the GST is widely protected by large metals layers and by HSQ passivation.

Figure 3 Modified layout with asymmetric and larger top contact shape(212 x 140) µm. Thanks to this
geometry a direct measurement of the cell state and a more stable mechanical contact are obtained.

Simulations were performed using the elements as described in Fig 2:
1) Bottom electrode:
Aluminum-copper layer 440 nm thick with resistivity of 1E-6 Ohm cm
+ TiN layer 100 nm thick with resistivity of 200E-6 Ohm cm. The estimated overall resistance of the
bottom contact is about 1.9 Ohm and resistance evaluation is reported in Fig. 4..

Figure 4 Bottom contact resistance evaluation. In color bar the electrical potential drop from the ground
to the terminal contact is reported.
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2) Heater:
The heater is obtained by nanometric Vias filling using reactive sputter deposition of Ti in nitrogen
atmosphere. The TiN excess and the wafer planarization was achieved through the use of chemical
mechanical polishing [1-5]. The TiN heaters, 60 nm high, were reproduced in the multi shot chip with a
diameter ranging from 30 nm up to 300 nm. Resistance calculated values versus heater diameter are
reported in the Fig. 5 left panel. Electrical potential drop from ground to terminal contact is presented in
Fig. 5 right panel.

Figure 5 Left: Calculated nominal resistance vs heater diameter, considering a resistivity of 200x10-6
Ohm cm. Right: Electrical potential drop from ground to terminal contact.

3) Active layer:
Two GeSbTe (GST) compositions were considered for the simulation:
a) GST225 (50 nm thick)
b) Ge – rich GST225 i.e. GST225+Ge45% (50 nm thick)
4) Top electrode stack:
Top electrode stack was chosen to be: W 30 nm/ Ni 80 nm/Ag 25nm.
The top electrode simulation were performed and compared for standard (Fig. 2) and modified layout
(Fig. 3) using both the compositions previously indicated. The simulation output for standard
configuration and having as active layer Ge–rich GST225 is reported in Fig. 6 and the estimated
resistance is about 11 Ohm for both a) and b) active layers.
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Figure 6 Top electrode potential drop for an ideal current of 1 mA, having an active layer of Ge–rich
GST225. The final electrode resistance is about 11 Ohm for both GST 225 and Ge-rich GST
composition.

In Fig. 7 electrical potential of the modified top electrode calculated for GST225 active layer is shown.
Both active layer compositions were considered. Parametric simulations were done also considering the
GST resistivity values obtained at different annealing temperatures for both alloy compositions. The
simulations show that the overall top electrode resistance is independent from the chalcogenide
crystallographic state and the final electrode resistance is for all cases about R = 1Ohm

Figure 7 Electrical potential simulated considering 1 mA of current flow between the two terminals
calculated for GST225 active layer.

2.2 Optimized top contact realization
The optimization of the cell structure was performed in several steps by verifying the global behavior of
the system. Particular attention was paid to the preparation of the top contact of the cell, trying to reduce
the series resistance of the cell to a minimum value, increasing its mechanical strength as well, an aspect
of extreme importance in the electrical characterization phase. COMSOL Multiphysics® simulation
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were performed to define the best trade off between metal layer thickness and contact dimension. We
started with an initial tungsten thickness of 25 nm for the first device generation, increased to a tungsten
thickness of 50 nm for the second generation. In the end, for the third device generation, we adopted a
stack consisting of the 3 layers W/Ni /Ag respectively of 30nm/80nm/25nm thickness. Those layers
were manufactured with two different processes: by sputtering for tungsten and by two evaporations
processes carried out subsequently for nickel and silver in high vacuum at a pressure of 5 x 10-7 mbar
using the heater/crucible set-up. The third device generation allowed to obtain an overall resistance at
the extremes of the two top contacts of about 25-30 Ohm including the contact resistance of probes and
cables, very close to the value obtained by COMSOL Multiphysics® simulations of about 11 Ohm.

3 Optimization of the annealing temperature
The chalcogenide annealing temperature also required optimizations. The first device generation was
treated at a temperature of 180°C degrees for 30 min in nitrogen atmosphere to promote transition to the
crystalline phase. Such temperature works well for GST225 and is considered the standard. However,
for Ge-rich GST alloys at such annealing temperature no amorphous to crystal transition was observed
by means of X-Ray diffraction (XRD) characterization. Such results were corroborated by high electrical
resistance and a high voltages required to switch the cells. Thus, another heating protocol was requested.
We choose to heat the cells at 350°C for 30 min. This annealing step was carried out after the cell
fabrication and allowed to observe a reduction in the global cell resistance as well as a reduction of the
switching voltage. To conclude, a heating treatment at 350°C for 30 minutes was included in the
manufacturing protocol for all samples as the first step in order to optimize the resistivity.

4 Electrical validation of optimized SCV devices
Several optimization steps have been conducted for the single cell vertical devices. The main actions are
the reduction and optimization of the top contact resistance and the choice of an optimized annealing
temperature.

4.1 Top electrodes
Figure 8 shows the comparison between: (a) the first devices, with 25 nm of W as top electrode, (b) the
second generation of devices with 50 nm of top electrode, and (c) the third generation, with a multiple
metal layer W/Ni/Ag, with total thickness of 135 nm. The top contact resistance has been effectively
improved and exhibits a narrow distribution.
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Figure 8: (a) Bottom and Top contact resistance in the first, not optimized, device generation, with 25
nm W layer as top electrode; (b) second device generation, with doubled top metal thickness; (c) third
generation, with multiple metal layer as top contact.

4.2 Testing procedures and characterization results
The devices have been tested by:
-

Applying fast pulses with few ns rise and fall times to perform the first RESET operation.

-

Detecting the current flowing during programming, to determine the I-V characteristics

-

Measuring the device resistance after the programming pulse to determine the R-I curves

The applied voltage was increased up to a maximum value and then decreased, obtaining a staircase up
and down, as shown in figure 9.
An example of the measured current-voltage characteristics for devices of the first generation, with
GST225 as active phase change material, is shown in Figure 10 (a) and (c), in the case of heater diameter
of 50 nm and 80 nm, respectively. Figure 10 (b) and (c) shows the resistance versus programming current
for 50 nm and 80 nm of heater diameter, respectively. The pulse width for GST225 was 200 ns.

Figure 9: Testing methodology for priming. The resistance is measured after the programming pulse,
using a reading pulse (0.3 V). The current is detected during the programming pulse.
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Figure 10: (a) Current voltage characteristic during staircase up and down with 200 ns pulses, for a
device with heater diameter 50 nm; (b) resistance versus current measured after programming pulses for
a device with heater diameter 50 nm. (c) Current voltage characteristic during staircase up and down,
for a device with heater diameter 80 nm; (d) resistance versus current measured after programming
pulses for a device with heater diameter 80 nm. The devices belong to the first generation, with GST225.

Figure 11 shows the same measurements performed on the first generation of devices with GST523
composition, as reported in Deliverable 3.2. The materials is in the amorphous state and the threshold
voltage is above 4 V, with pulses of 1 us.
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Figure 11: (a) Current voltage characteristic during staircase up and down with 1µs pulses, for a device
with heater diameter 50 nm; (b) resistance versus current measured after programming pulses for a
device with heater diameter 50 nm.

The same measurements have been performed on the second generation of devices, with higher top
contact thickness, Ge rich GST alloy (GST523) as active material, and optimized annealing. In this case
the fresh device is in the crystalline phase. Figure 12 (a) and (b) shows an example of current-voltage
characteristics and resistance versus programming current, respectively, for a device with 50 nm heater
diameter. In this case the pulse width is 300 ns.
Compared to the first device generation, shown in Fig. 11, the second generation of devices with Ge
rich GST alloy performs better, exhibiting lower threshold voltage (around 2-2.5 V), and faster
switch, and being programmable with 300 ns wide pulses.

Figure 12: Example of (a) current vs voltage and (b) resistance vs programming current characteristics,
obtained in the second generation of SCV devices with GST 523.
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Moreover, for Ge rich GST alloys, as reported in literature1, although the material is initially in the
crystalline state, the resistance of the fresh device is high and needs an electrical activation, usually
called as “forming process”. For this reason, in the case of Ge-rich GST alloys, after the first staircase
up and down (the forming process), a second staircase up has been applied, shown in red in Fig. 12, in
order to verify the RESET condition. From the second staircase up we can determine the reset conditions.
In the device shown in Fig. 12, the reset current is 0.7 mA.
The dependence of the programming current on the heater size has been also determined, as shown in
Fig 13 (a) and (b) for GST225 and GST523 devices, respectively.

Figure 13: Programming current as a function of resistance for different heater diameters. (a) devices
with GST225 as active materials; (b) devices with GST523.

Once the condition to bring the device in the RESET state after the forming process has been found, the
best conditions for the SET process have been determined by applying the following testing procedures:
- a series of pulses with increasing voltage from 0.3 V (the reading voltage) to the RESET voltage Vres
has been applied (“staircase up”) and the programming current has been monitored during the pulse.
After each pulse, the resistance has been measured at 0.3 V. The SET pulses width tW during the staircase
up is chosen equal or larger than the RESET pulses width tres.
- different staircase UP have been applied, with increasing time width tw.
Before starting each staircase UP, the device was programmed in the RESET state by applying a single
reset pulse. Alternatively, the SET pulse width has been kept constant and equal to tres, and the fall time
has been increased in the range from 10 ns to 300 ns.

1

E. Palumbo et al. Solid-State Electronics 133 (2017) 38–44
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The methodology is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Testing methodology: SET condition measurement. The resistance is measured after the
programming pulse, using a reading pulse (0.3 V). The current is detected during the programming pulse.

As an example, Figure 15 shows the resistance versus current obtained for GST225 (first generation)
upon different staircases up, by employing increasing fall time, from 100 ns to 200 ns with a pulse width
of 200 ns, or with 300 ns pulse width.

Figure 15: Resistance versus current obtained for GST225 devices, with 50 nm heater diameter.

Due to the high, not optimized top contact resistance, the resistance contrast is less than one order of
magnitude.
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The SET process of a device of second generation, with GST523 composition (Heater 50 nm), is shown
in Figure 16, obtained for staircase up with different pulse width. (a) and (b) show the current voltage
characteristics and the programming curves, respectively.

Figure 16: (a) current-voltage characteristics. (b) Resistance versus current.

Also in this case, the high top contact resistance prevents from obtaining a larger resistance contrast.
This issue has been solved through top contact optimization in the third generation of the devices. In this
case we have manufactured single cell vertical devices with a bi-layer active material, including 33 nm
of Sb2Te3 and 24 nm of GTS523.
The flat bi-layer has been characterized as a function of annealing temperature by in situ resistance and
reflectivity measurements using a laser with wavelength 790 nm, as shown in Fig. 17 (a) and (c),
respectively. The measured resistivity is that of the two films connected in parallel. Therefore it is mainly
sensitive to the bottom Sb2Te3 layer, characterized by lower resistance. On the contrary, the absorption
length of GST at 790 nm is about 30 nm, therefore the reflectivity mainly resembles the behavior of the
top Ge rich GST layer. The crystallization temperature can be obtained from the derivative of the
Resistance or Reflectivity versus temperature, as shown in Fig. 17 (b) and (d), respectively. From
resistance data, we observe a minimum at 160°C. The resistance contrast is two orders of magnitude.
The reflectivity measurements clearly indicate that the top Ge rich film crystallizes at temperature of
about 240°C.
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Figure 17: (a) Resistance versus temperature; (b) derivative of resistance versus temperature; (c)
Normalised reflectivity versus temperature; (d) derivative of reflectivity versus temperature;
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Si(111)/Sb2Te3(33nm)/GST523(24nm)/SiNx(20nm) to corroborate the former results and if possible to
deepen our understanding of the crystallization process. Annealing has been performed from 31° up to
300°C with steps of 25° or 50°C (25°C around the estimated crystallization temperatures, 50°C
otherwise) with a heating rate of 50°/min. In Fig. 18 2Theta scans, acquired in gracing incidence
diffraction (GID) configuration with an angle of 0.65°, have been performed during the annealing
process. At room temperature there are no visible crystalline structures except for small contributions
from possibly already crystallized Sb2Te3 seeds. Those crystallites have been generated during growth,
as the substrate is exposed to unwanted heating from the Knudsen cells up to 90°C. At 75°C faint
crystallization of Sb2Te3 is observed at around 2Theta 28,6°. The crystallization process of Sb2Te3
increases at 150°C and fully develops up to 200°C, in agreement with the electrical measurements.
Afterwards, the crystallization of the GST523 layer takes place at 200°C, and the peak of the GST(200)
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reflection masks the Sb2Te3 that remains visible as a shoulder at lower angles. At 225°C the Ge
crystallization starts. Both materials, Ge and GST fully crystallize within 225° and 300°C.

Figure

18

2Theta

GID

scans

upon

annealing

at

various

temperatures

Si(111)/Sb2Te3(33nm)/GST523(24nm)/SiNx(20nm) at a grazing angle of 0.65°.
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As observed for the devices with Ge-rich GST of the second generation, the bilayers Sb2T3/Ge-rich GST
also needs a forming process. The forming has been obtained by scaling up and down with 300 ns pulses,
as shown in Fig. 9. For each staircase, 25 pulses have been used for up and 25 for down. The staircase
has been applied for increasing Vmax, from 1 V to a maximum of 6V, with increasing step of 0.1V. The
procedure stops when the switching is observed. Usually this occurs at voltages in the range 2.5 – 5 V.
After forming, the devices have been characterized by applying a 300 ns pulses staircase up and down,
up to a maximum voltage of 3.5 V. Then a staircase UP is applied to define the RESET condition.
Figure 19 shows some examples of current voltage characteristics RESET process (red curves) and SET
rocess in devices with heater diameter 50 nm, after the forming process. Data clearly show the electronic
switching and a reading window in which it is possible to distinguish between the two states.

Figure 19: Current voltage characteristics of third generation devices, obtained after the forming process.
In these devices the SET process has been obtained using a staircase up in which each pulse (with width
300 ns) is preceded by a 300 ns RESET pulse. Figure 20 shows as black curves the resistance versus
current obtained during the SET process in several devices. The red curves show the resistance measured
after the RESET pulse preceding each SET pulse. The resistance contrast is two orders of magnitude,
thanks to the top contact optimization.

Figure 20: SET process in third generation devices, obtained with 300 ns pulses, each preceded by a
RESET pulse.
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Once the SET and RESET conditions have been determined, the devices have been tested upon cycling.
The results, shown in Figure 21, for four different devices, are promising. In some devices, up to 105
cycles have been observed.

Figure 21: SET and RESET resistance measured on different devices o third generation, as a function of
number of cycles.

5 Lift off procedure for Single Cell Vehicle and for Line Cell Vehicle.
As a further optimization task, in this section we present a new manufacturing approach to fabricate
SCV and LCV structures, in which the cell active material consists in multilayers with different
stoichiometries. The integration of different GST compositions and various alloys in form of
heterostructures in final devices poses several challenges. Indeed, it is very important to preserve the
homogeneous chemical composition along the device fabrication process, in particular at the topmost
surface. In fact, the most critical step of the device fabrication is the patterning of the PCM cell in which
the active material is strongly exposed to several reactive atmospheres. This is rather important for the
LCV vehicles where the active structure, defined by electron beam lithography and plasma etching, is a
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nanometer thin chalcogenide wire. Thus, the interaction between the plasma and the chalcogenide layer
might affect the memory performance.

Figure 22 Scheme of the PCM cell fabrication flow chart. In the yellow box plasma etching process used
for the chalcogenide definition is described. Both SCV and LCV structures are fabricated following such
flow chart.

In general, our fabrication steps include etching, stripping and cleaning processes, which are executed
sequentially to transfer the lithographic design by plasma, to remove the remaining resin and to clean
the pattern sidewalls. As many studies highlighted the etch damage of the standard Ge2Sb2Te5 induced
by different plasmas and different CMP, and investigated the effect of different gases (such as CF4,
CHF3, HBr and Cl2) it is necessary to preserve the chalcogenide characteristic along the overall
patterning process [6-18].

SAMPLE NAME:

SCV structures
DESCRIPTION

STEP 1:
Chalcogenide deposition
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STEP 2:

Nitrogen atmosphere

350 C°

30min

PMMA for Tungsten Deposition

PMMA 679.04, 270 nm,
4000 rpm, 120°C per 2
minutes.

55h

Annealing
STEP 3:
Lithography 1° Metal
STEP 4:

HF Solution 1% in deionized water

2min

Cleaning/Oxide Removal
STEP 5:

Deposition by sputtering

Tungsten 30 nm

30 min.

By Acetone

60°C

30min

PMMA for Nickel Deposition

PMMA 679.04, 270 nm,
4000 rpm, 120° per 2min.

55h

Deposition by evaporation

Nickel 80 nm/Silver 25 nm

1 day

By Acetone

60°C

30m

HSQ for chalcogenide plasma
etching

HSQ 1541 6%, 180nm, 1000
rpm, 120° per 2 minutes.

72h

chalcogenide plasma etching

CHF3 25 sccm, Argon 30
sccm, Bias 75 V, 200 W.

2min

Tungsten Deposition
STEP 6:
Lift-Off
STEP 7:
Lithography 2° Metal
STEP 8:
Nickel/S Deposition
STEP 9:
Lift-Off
STEP 10:
Lithography chalcogenide
STEP 11:
Etching chalcogenide

Table 1. Complete flow chart with the different steps used for the standard device fabrication procedure.
The last column indicates the manufacturing time that each step takes.

The ion plasma etching apparatus we adopted is a 12” Roth Raw. Several tests were performed
monitoring the etching time versus composition to optimize the plasma parameters not only to avoid the
surface modification (that can alter the stoichiometry), but also to avoid the substrate etching obtaining
at the same time the right definition and transfer of the lithographic mask onto the underlying
chalcogenide layer. In Fig. 22 and in Table 1 the sequence for the standard fabrication process is
reported. Generally, good results are obtained using gas mixtures containing CHF3 and argon, with
plasma powers, biasing and sccm ratios varying for the different alloy stoichiometries.
To overcome plasma etching issues we decided to pursue an innovative strategy. The new approach is
based on lift-off process, yet widely used for the metal contact layer definition, but suitably optimized
for the chalcogenide sputtering processes to favor the correct stripping of the mask even when low
thickness resist is used. To this purpose Monte Carlo simulations (Casino “monte CArlo SImulation of
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electroN trajectory in sOlids”) were carried out to evaluate the enlargement of the e-beam in the poly
methyl methacrylate (PMMA), lithography adopted resist, and in the substrate varying the electron beam
writing energy. The Casino Software simulates the electron trajectories in solids and it is useful to
optimize the e-beam lithography process. In Fig. 23 a) and Fig. 23 b) are reported the results of two
simulations performed with Casino software in which a two-layered sample with 270 nm of PMMA and
1µm of silicon nitride on silicon substrate is considered. Beam paths for electron energies of 10 keV and
20 keV are respectively reported in Fig. 23 a) and b) for a number of 1000 impinging electron. As
expected, by reducing the beam energy the interaction cone between the electrons and PMMA increases
producing a base diameter from 200 to 340 nm.

a)

b)

Figure 23 a) Monte Carlo simulation (Casino) for electron beam interaction with PMMA and substrate:
the used parameters are number of electrons=1000, PMMA width=270nm, Si width=10µm, beam
energy=10 keV. b) same parameters but using electron energy=20 keV.

The first step of this alternative lift-off based approach consists in covering the substrate by deposition
of a PMMA resist AR-P 679.04 layer. It is performed by spin coating with a speed of 4000 rpm for 1
minute, producing a 270 nm thick resist film. A 120°C during 2 minutes process is performed on hot
plateLithography with 10 keV energy in our Raith EBL systems (raith e-line or raith 150) was performed
to define SCV or LCV structures. Different steps were involved to optimize the exposure of the PMMA
for the lift-off chalcogenide process and in particular the lithography energy of 10 keV (instead of a
higher value) was fixed taking into account the correlation between the electron interaction with matter
and the beam energy, crucial for the lift-off procedure. Generally there are no particular problems in
removing the film deposited over the masking resist in case of deposition methodologies like
evaporation, where the metal ions have linear trajectories.
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Figure 24 Alternative flow chart for the PCM cell fabrication for sputtering and pulsed laser deposition.
In green box is reported the first process for mask fabrication for GST-stack lift-off. Both structure SCV
and LCV follow this alternative integration scheme.

In Fig. 24 and Tab. 2 the cell fabrication steps for the lift-off process are presented.
SAMPLE NAME:

STEP 1:

SCV structures Lift-Off
DESCRIPTION

DATA

ESTIMATED
TIME

PMMA for Chalcogenide lift-off

PMMA 679.04, 270 nm,
4000 rpm, 120°C per 2
minutes.

55h

Lithography 1°
Chalcogenide lift-off
STEP 2:
Chalcogenide deposition
STEP 3:

Chalcogenide deposition by
Sputtering or by PLD

1h

By Acetone

60°C

30min

Nitrogen atmosphere

350 C°

30min

Lift-Off
STEP 4:
Annealing
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STEP 5:

PMMA for Tungsten Deposition

Lithography 1° Metal
STEP 6:

PMMA 679.04, 270 nm,
4000 rpm, 120°C per 2
minutes.

HF Solution 1% in deionized water

55h

2min

Cleaning/Oxide Removal
STEP 7:

Deposition by sputtering

Tungsten 30 nm

By Acetone

60°C

30min

PMMA for Nickel Deposition

PMMA 679.04, 270 nm,
4000 rpm, 120° per 2min.

55h

Deposition by evaporation

Nickel 80 nm

By Acetone

60°C

30m

HSQ for active area passivation

HSQ 1541 6%, 50nm, 1000
rpm, 120° per 2 minutes.

72h

Tungsten Deposition
STEP 8:
Lift-Off
STEP 9:
Lithography 2° Metal
STEP 10:
Nickel Deposition
STEP 11:
Lift-Off
STEP 12:
Active area passivation

Table 2. Complete flow chart with the different steps used for the lift-off procedure.

Several samples with the optimized PMMA layer were prepared and distributed to the partner in CNRIMM Rome and UGRO for deposition of chalcogenide heterostructures by means of magnetron
sputtering and pulsed laser deposition. The chalcogenide lift-off described above, was successfully
implemented and the morphological inspection of one of the processed samples is shown in Fig. 25. A
SEM image showing the multi memory structure (a) and a detail of one of the fabricated cell (b) are
reported. As reference in Fig. 25 c) a not in scale cross section scheme of the LCV structure is also
shown. As shown in Fig. 25 b) a cell width of about 170 nm was well defined in a three-layered stack,
consisting in GST 225 (45 nm tick), GaTe (10 nm tick) and GST 225 (45 nm thick).
Similarly, in Fig. 26 SEM images of a sample of SCV memory cells showing also in this case the optimal
repeatability of the fabrication process are presented. In Fig. 26 c) a detail of the fabricated structure
showing the chalcogenide surface morphology is shown.
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Figure 25 a) and b) wide view of LCV structures obtained by sputtering deposition on PMMA mask of
a three-layered stack: a first layer of GST 225 (45 nm), a second layer of GaTe (10 nm) and a third one
of GST 225 (45 nm), with an overall height of 100 nm.

Figure 26 In a), b) SEM images of a heterostructure SCV sample obtained by lift-off. The heterostructure
was

obtained

using

different

chalcogenide

alloys

for

a

final

thickness

of

130

nm:

{[Sb2Te3(10nm)/GST225(25nm)/GaTe(10nm)]x2/Sb2Te3(10nm)/GST(30nm)}. In c) SEM surface
inspection of the chalcogenide topmost material.

The electrical characterization of heterostructures prepared by the lift-off technique will be presented as
proposed in GA in the D3.5 to be submitted at M30.
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6 Conclusions
In this deliverable, several efforts made to improve the manufactured devices are reported. COMSOL
Multiphysics® model building allowed us to evaluate different electrical contacts (bottom contact,
heater, and top contact) according to their stacking, to define an optimal final stack made up of three
layers W/Ni/Ag having a thickness of 30nm/80nm/25nm respectively. The top contact electrical
performances are effectively improved and exhibit a narrow distribution. Further optimization is
performed by increasing the annealing temperature of the active chalcogenide layer to 350°C for 30 min,
in order to promote the transformation to the crystalline phase reducing the cell resistance. All these
optimizations have made it possible to improve the electrical characterization of the cells as shown in
section 4. We discussed the generic methodology scheme for cell priming, consisting of pulses and
probing sequences for RESET and SET parameter identifications. The methodology was applied to
different device generations with different metal top contacts. In the second device generation with Gerich GST alloy, lower threshold voltage (around 2-2.5 V) have been obtained, compared to first
generation. However, the still non optimal top contact resistance prevents from obtaining a large
resistance contrast between SET and RESET. Finally, in the third device generation, top contacts are
optimized and allowed to test a heterostructure with 33 nm of Sb2Te3 and 24 nm of GST523. The
programming current obtained in this case is around 1.2 mA, the threshold voltage is about 1-2V and
the resistance contrast, is two orders of magnitude. SET and RESET resistance measured on different
devices of third generation, as a function of the number of cycles were showed to highlight a rather
reasonable cycling.
In the last section, a novel fabrication procedure for the realization of the top contacts is discussed. Such
improvement will help to preserve homogeneous chalcogenide chemical composition during device
fabrication process, in particular at the topmost surface and on the sidewalls. In fact, the most critical
step of the device fabrication is the PCM cell patterning in which the active material is strongly exposed
to several reactive atmospheres. This issue plays an important role in heterostructures in which it is
necessary to set up a process that does not show selective etching towards layers with a particular
composition. The new approach is based on the lift-off process, yet widely used for the metal contact
layer definition, but suitably optimized for the chalcogenide sputtering processes to favor the correct
stripping of the mask even when low thickness resist is used. The optimized process has been
successfully applied on multilayers deposited through sputtering both in the LCV architecture and in the
SCV architecture.
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